About: Stories often include pictures to help tell a story!

Objective: Draw a picture (or more than one!) that tells the story of the repeat-after-me Camp Whitcomb/Mason story!

Age: K-5

Expected Time: 30 minutes

Activity:

- Materials: paper and coloring supplies
- Read the story below. You can draw lines on your paper to make boxes like a comic book, or you can draw it all at once! Remember you have 2 sides to use!

Wrap Up:

- What is your favorite part of the picture you drew?
- If you were going to make a movie out of this story, who would you have play the part of the hunter? What other characters would you include?
- What was the hardest to draw?
Going on a bear hunt!!! Gonna catch a BIG bear. Are you ready? Let’s go!

Look! A forest. Can’t go over it, can’t go under it. Better walk through it and look at all the pretty leaves.

Going on a bear hunt!!! Gonna catch a BIG bear. Are you ready? Let’s go!

Look! A river!
Can’t go over it, can’t go under it. Better swim across it and splash the whole way.

Going on a bear hunt!!! Gonna catch a BIG bear. Are you ready? Let’s go!

Look! A prairie (noun #3).
Can’t go over it, can’t go under it. Better skip through it and admire all the flowers.

Going on a bear hunt!!! Gonna catch a BIG bear. Are you ready? Let’s go!

Look! A cave. Let’s go inside!
Wow. It is really dark in here.
The walls are slimey. And they are moving!
Wait... That’s not the cave... IT’S A BEAR!! RUN!!

Look! The prairie.
Can’t go over it, can’t go under it. Better skip through it and admire all the flowers.

Look! The river.
Can’t go over it, can’t go under it. Better swim across it and splash the whole way.

Look! The forest.
Can’t go over it, can’t go under it. Better walk through it and look at all the pretty leaves.

Look! Our house! PHEW! We made it!
Scared? I wasn’t scared. You weren’t scared either, right? Maybe we will try again tomorrow.